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Syntactic Double Translation in theTargumim

Abstract
It is by now a commonplace to speak of “double” translation in the Aramaic targums of the Hebrew Bible. In
its simplest form, this involves “the rendition of a single verb or noun by a translational doublet.”1 In fact, the
phenomenon is broader than the translation of single words. Michael Klein has focused on one important
aspect of the larger phenomenon. He notes that many biblical phrases and longer passages are duplicated or
even triplicated, in comparable but not identical language. “The targumim, in many of these cases, equalize the
varying texts by translating one of them in conformity with the other—or, less frequently, by altering both
versions in a mutually complementary fashion.”2 But double translation is not restricted to this process of
equalization. More often, as Martin McNamara points out, “The point in the double rendering may have been
the targumist’s desire to bring out the wealth of the [Hebrew text].”3 One example appears at the very
beginning of Targum Neofiti, where the Hebrew word בראשית of Gen 1:1 is translated “From the beginning
with wisdom”—that is, once literally and again understanding the word in a midrashic sense based on Prov
8:22.4
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Syntactic Double Translation 
in the Targumim

Michael Carasik

It is by now a commonplace to speak of  “double” translation in the Ara-
maic targums of  the Hebrew Bible. In its simplest form, this involves “the
rendition of  a single verb or noun by a translational doublet.”1 In fact, the
phenomenon is broader than the translation of  single words. Michael Klein
has focused on one important aspect of  the larger phenomenon. He notes
that many biblical phrases and longer passages are duplicated or even trip-
licated, in comparable but not identical language. “The targumim, in many
of  these cases, equalize the varying texts by translating one of  them in con-
formity with the other—or, less frequently, by altering both versions in a
mutually complementary fashion.”2 But double translation is not restricted to
this process of  equalization. More often, as Martin McNamara points out,
“The point in the double rendering may have been the targumist’s desire to
bring out the wealth of  the [Hebrew text].”3 One example appears at the very
beginning of  Targum Neofiti, where the Hebrew word tyçarb of  Gen 1:1 is
translated “From the beginning with wisdom”—that is, once literally and
again understanding the word in a midrashic sense based on Prov 8:22.4

This essay will focus on an aspect of  targumic double translation that has
not yet been recognized.5 I call this particular technique “syntactic double
translation.” The basis behind this technique is the recognition, found already
in Tannaitic literature, that some verses in the Hebrew Bible can be gram-
matically parsed in more than one way. In such cases, the targum sometimes

1. Klein, “Associative and Complementary Translation,” p. 138*.
2. Ibid., p. 134*. In fact, the biblical text itself  is often the result of  the phenomenon

that Klein describes. See Talmon, “Synonymous Readings”; idem, “Textual Study.”
3. McNamara, Neofiti 1: Genesis, p. 30.
4. Ibid., p. 52. For the Proverbs link, see Rashi’s commentary, ad loc.
5. Grossfeld (Neofiti I: Genesis, p. xxxiii) includes “Clarification of  difficult Hebrew

syntax or lexicography” as #13 in his list of  22 causes of  “syntactic expansion”; but see his
comment to Gen 49:6–7, cited below.
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Michael Carasik218

translates in accordance with both possibilities. In what follows, I will de-
scribe this phenomenon and speculate on its implications by looking at a
series of  biblical passages and their targumic renderings.

Song of Songs 2:12

Let us begin by considering syntactic double translation through the lens
of  the phenomenon to which Cyrus Gordon gave the name Janus paral-
lelism.6 What Gordon meant by the term is that a word seems to carry one
meaning if  read with what precedes it and a different meaning when read
with what follows it. It is a “Janus” word in that it means something different
when it faces backward than it does when it faces forward. Gordon’s example,
which has become the classic one, is Song 2:12:

.Wnxeâr]a"B} [m'àv‘ni r/T¡h" l/qèw] ['yGI=hI rymi`Z'h" t[eà ≈r,a:+b: Wa∞r]ni μ~yniX:Nih"

The middle word of  the middle phrase of  this line, rymz, can mean either
“pruning” or “singing.”7 We have, then, “the time of  rymz has arrived,” with
no clue but context as to what it means. Having read “the blossoms appear
in the land,” the reader is thinking along botanical lines and takes rymz at first
to mean “pruning.” But when one continues by reading “and the voice of  the
turtledove is heard in our land,” with its reference to birdsong, one retro-
actively rereads rymz as singing. Both meanings serve a function in the line
and in the poem from which it is taken, and both were undoubtedly in-
tended by the author of  the poem.8

Psalms 93:1

In the previous example, it is meaning only, not syntax, that alters. Syn-
tactically, it is clear that the phrase is to be interpreted as “the time of  zamir
has come,” and the only question is what rymz means. But there are other
cases where it is not the meaning, but the syntax, that is potentially two-faced.
Ps 93:1 provides an example:9

6. The term was originally coined in Gordon, “New Directions,” p. 59. He subse-
quently (at the suggestion of  Paul Friedrich) sharpened the term by calling it Asymmetric
Janus Parallelism (Gordon, “Asymmetric Janus parallelism,” 80* and 81* n. 4; Song 2:12 is
discussed here as well). But the shorter phrase continues to be more commonly used. My
thanks to Theodore A. Perry for pointing out to me the connection between Janus paral-
lelism and double syntactic translation, and for bibliographical assistance.

7. According to HALOT, rmz I and II, the two meanings come from two different
original Proto-Semitic roots, “singing” from zmr and “pruning” from zbr.

8. Edward Greenstein of  Tel Aviv University, at the conference “Remembering H. L.
Ginsberg” in New York City on April 28, 2004, proclaimed “Greenstein’s law”: “If  a word
can mean A or it can mean B, it means both until proven otherwise.”

9. I have added an upper and a lower set of  brackets to the verse to demonstrate the two
different ways in which the phrase can be parsed. I first learned this example in a class
taught by Stephen Geller at Brandeis University. Geller refers to this phenomenon as an
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Syntactic Double Translation in the Targumim 219

.f/MêTIAlB" lbE%TE ˆ/KèTIAπa" ?rZ: =a"t}hI ?z[o∞¿ h™Îy§ vb¢el:¿ vbiàl:& tWaëGe JËJl:m: 10hÎy

The Lord has become king, He has donned majesty . . . the very world is made
firm, never to totter.

It is the phrase rzath z[ hÎy çbl that causes the difficulty here. The standard
usage of  the verb çbl in the Qal is that it demands an accusative of  the
garment that is put on, as at the beginning of  the verse: “He has donned
majesty.” The natural way to continue reading, then, is z[ hÎy çbl, “The
Lord has donned might.” The Masoretic punctuation marks here, however,
mark hÎy with a disjunctive accent, and group z[, “might,” together with
rzath, the verb that follows it: “With might has He girded Himself.” Though
the word z[ appears only once, we read it twice, first as the end of  one phrase
and again as the beginning of  the next. Here, unlike our first example, the
meaning of  the word stays the same, but it is syntactically reread, again with
the result that the verse packs two meanings where only one seems to be
written. Again, it is likely that this is a deliberate effect.

This kind of  effect is the bane of  translators. The njpsv translates our
phrase, following the Masoretic punctuation marks, as follows: “the Lord is
robed, He is girded with strength,” ignoring the usual use of  çbl and elimi-
nating the first of  the possible readings of  the verse.11 The kjv is just slightly
more successful: “the Lord is clothed with strength, wherewith he hath
girded himself.” Here z[ is translated twice, once as one would naturally
interpret it at first reading, syntactically related to what precedes it (“the Lord

is clothed with strength”), and again a second time, as a relative pronoun, fol-
lowing the Masoretic accents (“wherewith he hath girded himself ”).

Exodus 17:9

A passage from the Mekhilta de Rabbi Ishmael, the Tannaitic midrash to
Exodus, recognizes explicitly that there are five verses in the Pentateuch that
are syntactically “undecided” in this fashion.12 Here, for example, is Exod 17:9:

varo§Al[" b~X:ni ykI¶noa: ?rj:%m:¿ ql´–m:[“B" μj´¢L:hI ax´`w] μyv¥+n;a“ Wnl:¢Arj"B}¿ ['~v¨¨~/hy]Ala< hv, ¶m ø rm,aYo!w'

.yôdiy;B} μyhI`løa”h: hF´àm"W ?h[:+b}Gih"

10. For religious reasons, I will transcribe the Tetragrammaton euphemistically in this
article.

11. Tanakh: The Holy Scriptures (Philadelphia: Jewish Publication Society, 1985). This
is the “new” JPS version in relation to an older translation published by the same organiza-
tion in 1917.

12. Mekhilta de-Rabbi Ishmael Amalek 1, to Exod 17:9 (Horovitz-Rabin ed. p. 179,
Lauterbach ed. 2:142–43). The five are Gen 4:7, 49:6–7; Exod 17:9, 25:34 (= 37:20); and
Deut 31:16. They are listed as well in b. Yoma 52b.

example of  “X-Y-X,” since the Y term makes sense in either direction, but the three terms
together do not.
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Michael Carasik220

If  we forget about the Masoretic markings on the verse (which were of
course not in existence at the time the rabbinic passage was formulated), this
can be translated in either one of  two ways:

1. Pick us some men and go out to fight Amalek tomorrow. I will stand
on top of  the hill. . . .

2. Pick us some men and go out to fight Amalek. Tomorrow I will stand
on top of  the hill. . . .13

And here is how Onqelos translates it:

atmr vyr l[ μyaq ana rjm qlm[b abrq jyga qwpw ˆyrbg anl rjb

Lacking punctuation, this translation exactly mimics the Hebrew verse. “To-
morrow” is located precisely in between “Amalek” and “I” and can be read
with either of  them or both, as one chooses. Unlike the English translators of
Ps 93:1, the Aramaic translator of  Exod 17:9 was able to preserve the indeci-
siveness inherent in the original Hebrew.

Qohelet 10:6

But this approach is not always possible. When it is not, the only way to
preserve the undecidability of  a particular syntactic construction is by trans-
lating it twice, as the King James translators did with Ps 93:1. The Targum to
Qohelet does in fact use this method, as the following example from Qoh
10:6 will show:

.Wbv´âye lp<V´àB" ?μyriyv¥[“w' ?μyBi–r'¿ μymI`/rM}B"]¿ lk<S,+h" ˆT"¢ni

This verse has been identified by modern biblical scholars as one in which
the accent marks do not fit the most natural reading of  the text.14 The njpsv

nevertheless translates in accordance with them: “Folly was placed on lofty
heights, while rich men sat in low estate.” But this translation ignores the
grammatical incompatibility of  μymwrmB", which has the definite article, and
μybr, which does not.15 Perhaps for this reason, the neb implicitly transposes
the etnachta, the major pause in the verse, from μybr back to μymwrmb. It

13. Note that the Masoretic accents accord with translation 2, which (with its apparent
suggestion that Joshua should fight today while Moses will not act until tomorrow) makes
slightly less sense. I have suggested elsewhere that the Masoretic accents are sometimes
intended to push the reader in the direction of  a more difficult reading with the intent not
to contradict the simpler reading (which readers can easily find on their own) but to add to
it. See my “Exegetical Implications,” p. 165.

14. See the discussion in Seow, Ecclesiastes, pp. 314–15; Breuer, “Dissonance,” pp. 207–
8; Kogut, Correlations, pp. 198–99.

15. Against this, Kogut (ibid., p. 198) points to μybr μywgh in Ezek 39:27, where the
punctuation is not in question, to show that the punctuators might well have considered
this syntax possible in Biblical Hebrew. Note also Qoh 3:19, where both the sense and the
cantillation marks suggest that hrqm (twice) is a construct form, though spelled with the
seghol of  the absolute form.

One Line Long
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Syntactic Double Translation in the Targumim 221

translates, “the fool given high office, but the great and the rich in humble
posts.” The English translators felt constrained to select one or the other of
the two possible syntactic alternatives, but the Aramaic translator did not feel
such a constraint:

amwrm ymç ˆm atwjlxab çymçmw alzmb ywjml ayfçw ay[yçr μwda ty bhy

ˆmw atwlgb ywtwjt ˆydb[tçm larçy tyb am[w ˆyagsw ˆyntwwyg ywtwlyjw

aym[ ynyb ˆybty atwkykmbw ˆynksmtm ˆwhbyd ˆyskn yryt[ ˆwhybwj twaygs

The Lord enabled the wicked and the foolish Edom to enjoy good luck and to
enjoy prosperity from the highest heavens [amwrm ymç ˆm] and his armies are
proud and numerous [ˆyagsw ˆyntwwyg] while the people of  the household of
Israel are enslaved under him in exile. Because of  the multitude of  their sins
[ˆwhybwj twaygs], those rich [yryt[] in property become poor and dwell in a
lowly state among the nations.16

This, of  course, is not a literal translation of  the Hebrew or anything close to
one. Alexander Sperber has characterized the Targum of  Qohelet as falling
under a translation category that he describes as “Translation and Midrash
completely fused together.”17 Nonetheless, despite this fusion, the targumic
“leave-no-word-behind” translation policy is still clearly in effect.18 For
example, the Hebrew μymwrmb appears in the targum as “from the highest
heavens [amwrm ymç ˆm],” and μyryç[ appears in the phrase “those rich
[yryt[] in property.” But the word in between them, μybr, is translated (by its
standard Aramaic cognate, ˆyaygs) twice: once in the first part of  the trans-
lation, along with the translation of  μymwrmb (“his armies are proud and
numerous [ˆyagsw ˆyntwwyg]”), and again in the second part of  the translation,
with μyryç[ (“because of  the multitude of  their sins [ˆwhybwj twaygs]”). The
word μybr is not merely “not left behind”; it is “not left behind” from either
of  the two possible ways it could be read in the verse. Because of  the expan-
sive nature of  this targum, the option taken by Onqelos in Exod 17:9, leaving
the word to be parsed either way as the reader chooses, was not possible. But
unlike the English translators, the Aramaic translator has not felt compelled
to choose one version of  the Hebrew syntax and ignore the other. By trans-
lating twice, he provides the reader with both.19

Ruth 4:5

In the Targum of  Ruth, where the expansions to the text are more easily
separated from the straightforward translation than in the Targum of  Qohelet,

16. Knobel, Targum Qohelet, p. 48.
17. Sperber, Bible in Aramaic, vol. 4a, v.
18. This again is a well-known phenomenon; see method #30 in Luzzatto, Philoxenus,

p. 21, where it is attributed to the need not to surprise listeners to an oral translation, who
could follow closely enough to realize if  a Hebrew word were left untranslated.

19. The same phenomenon can be found elsewhere in the Targum to Qohelet. See my
“Exegetical Implications,” pp. 152–54 on Qoh 6:10; pp. 158–59 on 9:17; pp. 161–62 on
10:11; and pp. 162–63 on 11:3.
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Michael Carasik222

there is just one verse, Ruth 4:5, that is syntactically difficult, and here too the
targum offers a syntactic double translation.20 The Hebrew text reads:

?yt:y_ni±q; t~MEh"Atv≤aEâ  ?hY;•bIa“/Mh" tWr§ taEmEW·¿ ymi–[’n; dY'∞ mI¿ hd,¡C…h" Úàt}/nq}Aμ/yB} z["BO + rm,aYo§w'

./têl:j“n'Al[" tME`h"Aμv´ μyqiàh:l} ?ht:yniq;¿

The phrases ym[n dym and hybawmh twr tamw seem to belong together in the
first part of  the verse, and this is how the njpsv translates it: “When you
acquire the property from Naomi and from Ruth the Moabite, you must also
acquire the wife of  the deceased.” But the etnachta, the Masoretic equivalent
in this verse of  the English comma, falls not after “Ruth the Moabite” but
after “Naomi,” and that is how the kjv translates it: “What day thou buyest
the field of  the hand of  Naomi, thou must buy it also of  Ruth the Moabitess,
the wife of  the dead.”21 Here too, the targum manages to translate the verse
both ways:

atym ttya atybawm twrd ady ˆmw ym[nd ady ˆm alqj ty ˚tnybz μwyb z[wb rmaw

l[ atym μwç amqal llgb ˆm wtnal hbsmlw hty ambyl y[bw qwrpml ta byyj

hytnsja

On the day that you buy the field from the hand of  Naomi and from the hand
of  Ruth the Moabite, wife of  the deceased, you are obliged to redeem and re-
quired to act as her brother-in-law and to marry her in order to raise up the
name of  the deceased upon his inheritance.22

The phrase “Ruth the Moabite, wife of  the deceased” is parsed (against the
later Masoretic reading) with “from the hand of  Naomi”—to the extent that
“the hand of ” Ruth is added to it. Then the entire phrase is reread as part of
the second half  of  the verse and translated again in the new syntax, albeit this
time represented merely by the pronoun “her” (hty).

Genesis 49:6–7

So far we have seen the technique of  double syntactic translation only in
the Writings, the targumim of  which are late and notoriously expansive. But

20. Philip Alexander describes the Targum to Qohelet as “periphrastic” (Alexander,
“Targum,” col. 328a) but notes that the Targum to Ruth, though moderately expansive,
“alternates blocks of  aggadic material . . . with passages of  more or less literal translation”
(col. 327b). Similarly, Sperber characterized Targum Ruth’s approach to including
additional material as “Quellen-Scheidung [that is, separation of  sources] still possible”
(Sperber, Bible in Aramaic, vol. 4a, v).

21. For a full discussion of  the difficulty of  this phrase in the Hebrew text, see Sasson,
Ruth, pp. 120–22. Note that in this case, unlike our example from Qohelet, it is the kjv that
is faithful to the Masoretic Text and the njpsv that silently revises it, despite the latter’s
claim (on its title page) to be translating “the traditional Hebrew text.”

22. Beattie, Tg. Ruth, p. 30. He gives a different version of  the Aramaic text in “Pre-
liminary Edition,” p. 279, from what is cited here, but the differences do not materially
affect our conclusions.
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Syntactic Double Translation in the Targumim 223

Gen 49:6–7 provides an example from Targum Onqelos. We begin with the
Hebrew text.

ydi–bøK} dj"¢TEAla" μl:`h:q}BI yv¥+ p}n' abO∞T:Ala" μ~d;sOB} 6
.r/vêAWrQ}[I μn;¡ xOr]bIW¿ vyaI+ Wgr]h:¢ μ~P:a"b} yK I¶mw

ht:v …-q: yKI¢ μt:`r;b}[<w] z[:+ yKI¢ ?μ~P:a" ?rWrªa:¿ 7
.laeâr;c‘yiB} μx ´`ypIa“w' bqO+[“y'B} μqe¢L}j"a“mw

In the njpsv translation:

Let not my person be included in their council,
Let not my being be counted in their assembly.
For when angry they slay men,
And when pleased they maim oxen.
Cursed be their anger so fierce,
And their wrath so relentless.
I will divide them in Jacob,
Scatter them in Israel.

There is not any immediately evident difficulty in the Hebrew of  this verse,
as in the earlier examples we have seen. But it is one of  the examples listed
in the Mekilta as a grammatically undecidable passage. The issue turns on
whether the adjective rwra, which begins v. 7, is to be read with the follow-
ing word, μpa (“cursed be their anger”), or with the word that precedes it at
the end of  v. 6, rwç (“they maim cursed oxen”). The latter reading (as ex-
plained by Rashi in his comment to the same listing of  passages at b. Yoma
52b) would suggest that the ox that Simeon and Levi maimed was that of
Shechem, “cursed” because he was a descendant of  Canaan, who was cursed
in Gen 9:25 because his father, Ham, saw his father, Noah, naked. And in-
deed the Aramaic of  Targum Onqelos provides both possibilities:

πyqt yra ˆwhyzgwr fyl hans rwwç w[rt ˆwhtw[rbw lwfq wlfq ˆwhyzgwrb yra . . .
ayçq yra ˆyhtmjw

[I]n their fury they executed a great slaughter, and at their whim they razed the
wall of the enemy. Cursed be their fury for it is fierce; and their anger for it is
extreme.23

Verse 7 begins by translating rwra “cursed,” in a straightforward rendering of
the Hebrew of  that verse: “Cursed be their anger so fierce.” But rwra has
already been translated at the end of  v. 6 as hans, “the enemy,” with rwrç

connected to it in a construct chain: “they razed the wall of  the enemy”
(reading Hebrew rwra rwç as a unit).24 The translator reads through the siluq
at the end of  v. 6 to include the first word of  v. 7; then he returns to the first

23. Grossfeld, Onkelos: Genesis, p. 158.
24. Luzzatto (Philoxenus, p. 21), in discussing the 30th of  the 32 methods used (accord-

ing to him) by Onqelos, points out that rwwç, “wall,” reflects Hebrew rwç, “ox,” even
though it does not accurately translate it. But he does not specifically note the phe-
nomenon of  syntactic double translation.
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Michael Carasik224

word of  v. 7 as if  it were indeed the beginning of  a sentence, and continues
normally. Note that Pseudo-Jonathan offers a double translation based on the
same syntactic rereading, but with different language:

bq[y rma (z) ˆwhybbd yl[b rwç ˆwhtw[rbw hynflwçw aklm wlfq ˆwhyzgwrb μwra

πswy l[ ˆwhtmjw πyqtd ˆwhygwrb hbrjml hwnl ˆwl[ dk μkçd akrk hwh fwl

ayçq μwra

“For in their anger they killed the king and his ruler, and at their whim they de-
molished the wall of their enemies.” Jacob said, “Cursed was the city of Shechem
when they went into it to destroy it in their anger that was fierce; and (cursed
was) their wrath against Joseph, for it was cruel.”25

Rather than hans rwwç, we have ˆwhybbd yl[b rwç, a different phrase for “the
wall of  their enemies.” This still understands the Hebrew rwra at the begin-
ning of  v. 7 to represent Shechem and his fellows, and for the same reason;
again, the translator returns to rwra as if  it were indeed the beginning of  v. 7
rather than the end of  v. 6, going so far as to add a superfluous bq[y rma

(“Jacob said”) before it.26

Nahum 1:8

I have focused exclusively on the most dramatic kind of  syntactic reread-
ing, that which shifts a word or phrase from one half  of  the verse to the other
or even from one verse to another. But syntactic rereading of  a more general
kind is no doubt responsible for a great many of  the double translations found
throughout all the targum. An example appears in Targum Jonathan to the
Prophets. We begin with the Hebrew text.

.Ëv≤jøAπD,r'y] wy£b:y]aøw] Hm-:/qm} hc,¢[“y] hl:`K: rbE+[ø πf<v,¢b}W

And with a sweeping flood He makes an end of  her place,
And chases His enemies into darkness. (njpsv)

David Toshio Tsumura has pointed to the word hmwqm in this verse as another
that is capable of  being read as a Janus parallelism.27 The word hmwqm can be
read as the Masoretes have pointed it, with its feminine-singular suffix
referring (evidently) to Nineveh, or (as the Septuagint apparently read it)
as some form of  the word μymq, “those who rise up in enmity,” paralleling

25. Maher, Pseudo-Jonathan: Genesis, p. 158. Neofiti is essentially equivalent to
Pseudo-Jonathan here. Grossfeld (Neofiti I: Genesis, p. 292) notes ˆwhybbd yl[b and hans

merely as “an explanatory addition.”
26. I note here Paul Flesher’s observation that “whenever [Neofiti] and [ms. V in Klein,

Fragment Targums] share an expansion in the special sections [Genesis 49, Numbers 21
and 22–24, Deuteronomy 32–33] that does not appear in [Pseudo-Jonathan], PJ tends to
have a different expansion for that verse. . . . PJ may have once had the expansions but later
replaced them with other material” (Flesher, “Translation and Exegetical Augmentation,”
pp. 66–67).

27. See the full discussion in Tsumura, “Janus Parallelism in Nah 1:8.”
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Syntactic Double Translation in the Targumim 225

wybya (“his enemies”) of  the second half  of  the verse. Here is how Targum
Jonathan renders this verse:

açdqm tyb ty wbyrjaw wmqd aymm[ μ[ dyb[y arymg apyqt amyjbw ˆymj wygrbw

The English translators of  this targum render it as follows: “But in fierce
anger and in great wrath he shall make an end of  the nations which rose up
and utterly destroyed the Sanctuary,” and they note: “MT mqwmh has been
rendered both as the noun meaning ‘place’ (and hence ‘Sanctuary’ . . .), and
as a part of  the verb qwm, which in the Hithpolel means ‘rise in opposi-
tion.’ ”28 In fact, the Hebrew phrase hmwqm hç[y hlk has been reread so that
hmwqm is first the object of  God’s destruction (as it is the object in the original
Hebrew), then the subject exercising destruction, and a third time again the
object of  destruction by the enemies, the Sanctuary.

Qoheleth 9:10

As the previous example makes clear, an expansive translation may in fact
be based nonetheless on a close syntactic rereading of  the Hebrew text. Our
next example demonstrates such a case with an additional feature: the fact
that a syntactic rereading has taken place may not be obvious without an
awareness of  rabbinic midrash. This is the case with Qoh 9:10:

?hc´- [“ ?Ú`j“koB}¿ t/cè[“l"¿ Úd]y;ê ax;ám}TI rv≤Ÿa“ lKo·

Seow explains the syntactic problem: “The Masoretic punctuation suggests
that [˚jkb] is to be read with the infinitive [twç[l]: ‘Whatever your hand
finds to do with strength, do!’ We should, however, follow [several manu-
scripts, the Syriac text, and the Vulgate] in taking [˚jkb] with the imperative
[hç[]: ‘Whatever your hand finds to do, do with strength!’ The point is that
one should wholeheartedly do whatever one is able to do.”29 The standard
rabbinic exegesis of  this verse reads in accordance with the Masoretic can-
tillation, giving to the word ˚jkb the particular meaning “while you are
alive.”30 The following example from Deuteronomy Rabbah (Margoliot) 2:27
makes this clear:31

d[ hwxm twç[l lwky htaç hm lk hç[ ˚jkb twç[l ˚dy axmt rça lk hòòçz

htaç hm lk wtbçjm hlfb μlw[h ˆm lfb μdaçm hml hç[ ˚yl[ ˚jkç

hç[ ˆkw μyyjb htaç d[ twxm πwfjl lwky

This is what Scripture says, “All that your hand finds to do ˚jkb, do” (Qoh
9:10). All you are able to do in the way of  commandments while your strength

28. Cathcart and Gordon, Targum Jonathan of the Former Prophets, pp. 132–33 and
n. 25.

29. See the discussion in Seow, Ecclesiastes, p. 302.
30. See my “Exegetical Implications,” pp. 157–58.
31. Similar interpretations are found in Qoh. Rab. 9:10, Midrash Zuta Qoh. 9:8, Pirke

Rabbati 3:3, and Otzar Hamidrashim Yelammedenu 4.
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Michael Carasik226

is still upon you, do. Why? Once a person is nullified from the world, his in-
tentions are nullified. As much of  commandments as you can grab, you should
grab while you are still in life, and do them.

The assumption here, as in the other texts that follow this interpretation, is
that “whatever your hand finds to do” refers to your ability to perform God’s
commandments. More significantly for our question, however, is that they
all interpret the word ˚jkb, “with your strength,” as meaning “while you are
alive.” This explanation, of  course, is based on the rest of  the Qohelet verse:
“For there is no action, no reasoning, no learning, no wisdom in Sheol,
where you are going” (njpsv). The Masoretic punctuation seems to be
another example of  the Janus phenomenon, aimed at pushing the reader
(who may be assumed to have naturally read the verse as does Seow, “do
them with all your might”) to reinterpret the verse in accordance with the
midrashic understanding.

Reading the Targum to Qohelet through this lens, we see that it is not
merely expansive in a general way but that part of  the expansion results from
specifically translating the Hebrew verse in accordance with both of  its pos-
sible punctuations: “Whatever charity your hand finds to do for the needy do
it with all your strength [˚lyj lkb], for after the death [atwm rtb μwra] a man
has neither work nor reckoning nor knowledge or wisdom in the grave where
you are going and nothing will help you but good deeds and charity alone.”32

“Do it with all your strength” clearly translates hç[ ˚jkb as a phrase, in
accordance with Seow’s suggestion. “A man has neither work nor reckoning”
and so forth just as clearly translates the second half  of  the Hebrew verse.
Without an awareness of  the midrashic reading of  this verse, the phrase “after
the death” would simply seem to be an awkward addition, making “in the
grave where you are going” into a redundancy. But a reader who is tuned in
to the midrashic reading of  the verse can recognize “after the death” as based
on a second translation of  the Hebrew word ˚jkb, now recontextualized (in
accordance with the Masoretic punctuation) to read as the second word of
the phrase ˚jkb twç[l, “to do while you are in strength,” that is, “alive.” The
phenomenon of  double syntactic translation permits the targumist to read
the biblical verse both in accordance with the most natural reading and in
accordance with the traditional understanding.

Deuteronomy 31:16

To be sure, there are cases where it is not clear whether an expansion is
indeed based on a close reading and syntactic double translation or whether
it is motivated solely by other factors. A case in point is another of  the five
verses cited in the Mekhilta as being undecidable, Deut 31:16:

32. Knobel, Tg. Qohelet, p. 45.

One Line Short
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Syntactic Double Translation in the Targumim 227

yhe ¢løa” { yre∞j“a" { hn;∞z;w] hZ,@h" μ[:Ÿh: ?μ*q;w] ?Úyt, -bOa“Aμ[I bke `vø ÚàN]hI¿
¿ hv≤+moAla< h~Ay rm<aYoªw

./TêaI yTIr'`K: rv<àa“ ytI+yriB}Ata< r~pEhEw] yniB"Èz;[“w] /B+r]qIB} h~M:v…~Aab: aWh• rv≤Ÿa" ≈r,a:%h:Ark"neê

The straightforward reading of  the verse is provided by the King James trans-
lation:

And the Lord said unto Moses, Behold, thou shalt sleep with thy fathers;
and this people will rise up, and go a whoring after the gods of  the strangers of
the land.

Here the semicolon after “fathers” corresponds to the etnachta under the
word ˚ytba in the Masoretic Text, and the second half  of  the verse begins
with the word μqw, “will rise up.” The other alternative is to move the Maso-
retic pause forward one word and interpret the verse as if  it read μ[ bkwç ˚nh

μqw ˚ytba, “Behold, thou shalt sleep with thy fathers and shall rise up.”
There are two serious difficulties with this reading: first, the verb μqw is

third person, not second person, as the English translation of  the rereading
makes it seem; second, moving the verb to the first half  of  the verse leaves the
phrase “this people” without a plausible interpretation, since a separate clause
begins immediately after it. The reason that rabbinic tradition declared this
verse undecidable was undoubtedly to provide a reference within the Penta-
teuch to the resurrection of  the dead. According to m. Sanh. 10:1, anyone
who maintains that there is no reference to resurrection in the Torah “has no
share” in the World to Come.

Now let us read Deut 31:16 as translated by Targum Pseudo-Jonathan:

yyj zyngb azyng ywht ˚tmçnw ˚thba μ[ arp[b bykç tna ah hçml yyy rmaw

a[ra aymm[ tww[f rtb ˆw[fyw ˚ydh am[ y[yçr μwqyw ˚thba μ[ aml[

ˆwhmy[ tyrzg yd ymyyq ty ˆwnçyw ytljd ˆwqbçyw ˆwhynyb ˆmt ˆyll[ ˆwnyhd

Then the Lord said to Moses: “Behold, you are about to lie in the dust with
your fathers; and your soul shall be deposited in the treasury of eternal life with
your fathers. Then the wicked ones of  this people shall arise and shall stray after
the idols of the nations.”33

There is certainly no reference to resurrection of  the body here, nor does
even Moses’ soul “rise” again. But the inserted assurance to Moses that his
soul will be “deposited in the treasury of  eternal life with your fathers” would
seem, nonetheless, in light of  rabbinic tradition, to be a second reflex of  the
verb μqw in the original Hebrew of  the verse, reread together with ˚ytba of
the first half  of  the verse as a reference to a continuation of  life beyond phys-
ical death.34 At least Moses’ soul, if  not his body, “will rise” after death to
some transcendent form of  ongoing existence. If  this reading is correct, then

33. Clarke, Pseudo-Jonathan: Deuteronomy, p. 87.
34. I refer to this as a “second” reflex because it is conceptually secondary to the literal

“shall arise,” which follows in its proper place and is thus second in consecutive order of
reading.
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Michael Carasik228

here too we find the targum translating a verse twice, in accordance with two
different possible syntactic readings of  the original Hebrew. Moshe Goshen-
Gottstein observes, “[O]ne can only wonder to what extent it makes sense to
treat Targum Studies as a sub-area of  Bible Studies in general, but not as a
sub-area of  Rabbinic Studies.”35

Exodus 22:12

It might be possible to conclude that such double translations are the re-
sult of  a combination of  two earlier translation variants. Note the follow-
ing example of  translation variants in Targum Neofiti, described by Moshe
Bernstein:

Exodus 22:12 reads μlçy al hprfh d[ whaby πrfy πrf μaw (“If  it be totally torn
apart, let him bring it as a witness; he shall not pay for the torn animal”). Neo-
fiti: μlçy al alyfq ˆydhs ˆwtyy πrfy hprfm ˆyaw (“If  it is totally torn apart, let
them bring witnesses; the torn one he shall not pay”); Margin I: lfqty hlfqtm

dhç ywrba ˆm hyl (yty =) hyty (“[if  it is] indeed killed let him bring one of  its
limbs as a proof ”). Both of  these translate the Masoretic Text, although there
is an interesting exegetical dispute regarding the nature of  the proof  which is
required to exempt the bailee from payment. Is the torn piece of  the animal
sufficient proof, or are human witnesses demanded? But Margin II reads
tmçwg d[ [hy]nyfmy μlçy alw arybtd (awwyh =) abwyj (“let him bring him to the
body of  the torn animal and he shall not pay”). This version seems to read
hprfh d[, a reading, incidentally, which is found also in midrashic halakhic
literature.36

And here is Pseudo-Jonathan’s rendering of  the same verse:

μylçy al rybtd tpwg d[ hynyyfmy wa ˆydhs hyl ytyym arb twyj ˆm rbty arbtya ˆya

If  it was torn by a wild beast, he shall bring him witnesses, or he shall bring him
to the body of  (the animal) that was torn; he shall not make restitution.37 

“He brings witnesses” reads the Hebrew text with the Masoretic vowels and
punctuation; “let him bring him to the body of  the torn animal” rereads d[E

as d[" and reads across the Masoretic break between the two words.
Given the variants in the margins of  Neofiti, it is possible to argue that

Pseudo-Jonathan (or its predecessor) had only a single translation here and
that the other translation was added secondarily. This model would conceiv-
ably also explain the example we saw in Ruth 4:5. Philip Alexander notes,
too, that “[Pseudo-Jonathan] regularly has doublets in which one element
corresponds to [Onqelos], while the other appears to represent a Palestinian

35. Goshen-Gottstein, “Recent Developments,” p. 8.
36. Bernstein, “Aramaic Targumim,” p. 151; n. 34 there provides the rabbinic citation,

pointing to the view of  R. Yonatan in Mekilta de-Rabbi Ishmael, Neziqin 16 (Horowitz-
Rabin ed. p. 305, Lauterbach ed. 3:125–26). See also Kogut, Correlations, p. 132 n. 26.

37. Maher, Pseudo-Jonathan: Exodus, p. 226.
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Syntactic Double Translation in the Targumim 229

Targum.”38 It has been observed elsewhere that the text of  Targum Jonathan,
too, “is not free from later additions; from this cause arise the double trans-
lations of  which the Targum contains several.”39 But we have found the phe-
nomenon of  double syntactic translation even in Targum Onqelos. I would
add that all the examples given here were found without an exhaustive
search.40 There may well be many more.

Conclusion

Since this phenomenon is so easily found in such a wide range of  tar-
gumim (the various Targums to the Torah as well as those to the Prophets and
the Writings), my suggestion is that in most cases this is not, in fact, an addi-
tive phenomenon created inadvertently, either by the accumulation of  trans-
lational doublets from various sources or as an artifact of  simultaneous
interpretation in a synagogue setting.41 Rather, the translators were “actuated
by a desire to preserve the indeterminability of  the text.”42 Even after post-
modernism, it is natural for a twenty-first-century reader to think of  a text as
having a single, fixed meaning, intended by its author. This, after all, is how
most of  us ourselves write most of  the time. But it is just as natural for a Jewish
reader to look at the originally unpointed text of  the Hebrew Bible and see it
as deliberately open to multiple intended meanings. As we have noted in our
discussion of  Exod 17:9, it is sometimes possible to translate in a way that
leaves the multiple possibilities open.43 More often, the shift to a new lan-
guage demands that the translator choose a single one of  the possible options.
But the Jewish translators of  the Bible into Aramaic sometimes refused to
make this choice.

I have referred above to the targumists’ “leave-no-word-behind” transla-
tion policy. Speaking of  the targumists as a group (though they cover a fairly

38. Alexander, “Targum,” p. 322b, citing as examples Gen 3:5, 4:13, 8:11, 27:29; Exod
1:19; Lev 16:4; Num 26:9; and Deut 5:3.

39. “Targum,” Catholic Encyclopedia (1913), http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/14454b
.htm.

40. I approached the problem experimentally in three ways: (1) by making a close read-
ing of  the targum and biblical text of  Qohelet and of  Ruth; (2) by examining the five verses
cited in rabbinic literature as “undecidable”; and (3) by examining some verses that bib-
lical scholars have explained as containing Janus parallelism. The intent was to mimic an
archaeologist’s use of  various test trenches by quickly probing the biblical text from three
different angles.

41. The role such interpretation played in the creation of  the targumim is still in dispute
and cannot be resolved here; compare the opinion of  Shinan, “Live Translation,” p. 47
(“the text’s oral provenance is evident”) with that of  van der Kooij, “Origin and Purpose,”
p. 213 (whose examination of  three passages does “not support the idea that the Bible trans-
lations as written versions originated in a liturgical or synagogal setting”).

42. I made this suggestion previously with regard to the unusual punctuation of  some
of  the verses in the Masoretic Text of  Qohelet; see my“Exegetical Implications,” p. 165.

43. This seems to be the case as well in another of  the Mekilta’s undecidable verses,
Targum Onqelos to Exod 25:33 (= 37:20).
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Michael Carasik230

wide range both temporally and geographically), it seems to have been
their intent to preserve as much as possible of  the “extra” information pro-
vided in the biblical text alongside a straightforward, univocal reading. I be-
lieve that the phenomenon of  double syntactic translation is not an artifact
of  mindless compilation of  variants but a bold attempt to make the tar-
gumim convey what the translators saw as the richness of  an intentionally
manifold revelation.
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